Need Replacement Parts?

Clarage’s unmatched experience and flexible engineering has made us the best choice in the industry for your dust collection needs. With a full line of mechanical collectors and custom fans designed for clean air to heavy particulate loading, we can provide a range of solutions unmatched in the industry.

Practical uses for Clarage collectors range from helping a system meet its required air quality emission levels to extending the life of the system’s Induced Draft Fan and connecting ductwork. Careful attention to housing design details, such as inlet and outlet proportions, collecting tube spacing and dust discharge boot design, assures uniform gas distribution and proper flow to each individual collecting tube for maximum design efficiency.

We’ve Got You Covered!
> Can retrofit most manufacturers
> Most popular sizes – 6", 9", 12", 24"
> Flat and conical boot designs
> Cast iron construction (Hi Brinell option)
> Parts for standard & totally accessible designs
> Hopper replacements
> Custom-fit ceramic liners for additional wear protection
> Cut-to-length carbon steel outlet tubes – standard
> .120" wall or optional ¼" wall
> Type A & XD turning vanes
  – one-piece or split design

> Standard Sizes Up Through 2 Million CFM
> 6", 9" and 11.5" Tube Availability
> Standard or Totally Accessible (TA) Design

Next Day Shipping
Stocked Parts
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